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Senior Stewards Report
Name of Track

Fort Erie

Date

Monday, 8 Jun 2020

Weather

Clear 24o C

Track Conditions

Type:

Number of Races

6

Scratches

0

Vet:

Post-time

Dirt

Stewards:

Turf:

2

1:20

Firm, Inner rail out 5 ft.

Track:

Senior Steward

Associate Steward

Associate Steward

Fenton Platts

Paul Nielsen

Neil McCoag (CAR)

Report on day’s Events: (Backstretch - accidents, fines, suspensions, objections, disqualifications, refunds, pertinent incidents,
general details etc., Film Reviews, Races, Claims)

Stand:
Issue regarding the horse Conquerer Galactus, was a veterinarian scratch from the 2nd race on
June 2, 2020. Was added to the Veterinarian list and was on the list when entered back for today
on Thursday June 4, 2020. The horse remains on list and must follow TB Rule 27.08, is a
Steward scratch ineligible.
Trainer Daryl Ezra entered two horses that ended up in same race, unfortunately common
ownership was revealed after race had been drawn and was subsequently a Steward scratch
ineligible.

Races:
37 in to go

Race 1, Turf, #4 One Pound Sterling threw its head up compromising its start, rest ok. Jockey
Max Badal cautioned on urging, did use the crop in the upward position while making with his
horse.
Slight delay with the prices for the first race, technical issue with tote.
Race 2, clear
Race 3, Turf, Jockey claim of foul, #6 Butterfly Strike, S. Singh, 2nd on #4 Milwaukee Magic, M
Lee Buchanan, 1st, approaching the finish. Upon review of the front and upper pan camera
angles, it does appear the # 4 is drifting in approaching the finish but is clear of the #6 and does
not interfere with the progression of the #6. S. Singh felt he came in and closed the rail and he
had to check, he stated his horse had full momentum. MLee Buchanan thought he was clear and
no issues. The Stewards disallowed the claim of foul. MLee Buchanan was cited for excessive
use of the crop and issued a warning
Inquiry Video: https://youtu.be/vk8ixSgmpD4
Race 4, clear
Race 5, Stewards inquiry, #5 Marcus, B. Cheyne, 1st and #7 Summer Retreat, P. Mailhot 3rd
around the 1/16th pole, upon review of the upper pan and front tower views, the #5 is outside
drifting in as the #7 is in the middle and appears to steady a stride, also JCOF #7 on #5. After
speaking with the riders and reviewing the films mentioned the JCOF was disallowed and the
Stewards Inquiry revealed no change to the order.
Inquiry Video: https://youtu.be/92OeXIJHjZY

Race 6, Turf, #5 Bold Bonita tired through the stretch, rest ok
Mutuel Handle: $824,583.
Claims:
Race 5, #6 Omi’s Boy for $3,000.00 by Joseph Humber Own/Trainer

